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Using Visual Supports to Structure Unstructured Times 

 

The purpose of using visual supports during unstructured times is to teach students how to use this “free” 

time in an appropriate way.  The intent is for the supports to be faded over time, contingent upon the 

students’ demonstration of the appropriate skills. 

 

Settings: 

 Recess 

 P.E. 

 Mealtimes 

 Passing Periods (secondary) 

 Before and after school 

 “Breaks” 

 

Materials: 

 Picture icons or written words representing possible activities during the time 

 A vessel for containing these icons (laminated file folder, keychain/ring, wallet, etc., depending on 

age-appropriateness) 

 Depending on the student’s previous experience with picture schedules, the vessel may need a 

place to put “used” pics (pics representing activities already completed) 

 Items can be placed in the same order each time or switched around, depending on the preference 

of the student for “sameness” (keeping in mind these are meant to be “leisure” times and the 

student’s preference is the ultimate consideration) 

 

Personnel: 

 An assistant is required initially to support the students’ use of the visual support.  As the student 

becomes more independent with the tool, the staff member may also be faded out or use only for 

supervision purposes. 

 Peers can also be used to mediate the use of the visual tool once its use has been taught. 

 

Prerequisite skills: 

 Familiarity with the use of picture/word schedules is helpful but not required 

 Following basic compliance directions is necessary (instructional control with the assigned staff 

member) 

 The ability to independently (or with minimal prompting) engage in the available activities being 

placed in the schedule 

 Making a choice between 2 or more activities will be necessary in Phase 3 

 

Procedures: 

Phase 1: 

 Introduce the schedule at the first unstructured period of the day (i.e., the first recess) by showing 

it to the student and saying, “Here’s what we are going to do!”  It should be presented as 

something new and fun and interesting, but it is also a demand ultimately. 

 Depending on the skill level of the student, the staff member is to offer prompts and verbal cues to 

follow the schedule. 

 The staff member is to offer praise for compliance with: looking at the schedule, doing the correct 

activity in the schedule, and completing the requirement for moving to the next activity. 
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 It may be useful to place a highly preferred activity at the end of the schedule, or a semi-preferred 

activity intermittently throughout the schedule. 

 When the student no longer requires the staff member to point out or give a direction to engage in 

the next activity on the schedule, move to Phase 2. 

Phase 2: 

 The staff member offers the student the schedule at the start of the unstructured time and gives the 

direction, “Here are your choices to do during ___(recess)___.” 

 The student independently follows the schedule and the staff follows along to ensure the student is 

engaging in the correct activities and to intermittently offer praise. 

 At this point, a peer can also take over going through the schedule with the student.  The staff 

member should continue to supervise but not interact with the student unless necessary (for 

prompting or safety). 

 When the student has mastered independently (or with a peer) engaging in the activities in the 

schedule, move to Phase 3. 

Phase 3: 

 At this point, the schedule evolves to become a set of choices.  Instead of each item being 

mandatory, they become a choice between 2 activities. 

 The schedule is presented by the staff member with the direction/question, “What are you going to 

do during ______?”  Depending on the functioning level of the student he/she may offer a vocal 

response or just gesture to the schedule. 

 The staff member will likely need to support the student initially in making the choice.  Each time 

the student chooses one thing, the not chosen option can still be chosen after the chosen activity is 

completed, but the next activity choice will be in the location of the second activity on the original 

schedule (staff member may move the icons). 

 If the student is using a vessel where he will place the “used” pic somewhere representing “done,” 

he will continue to do so with the items he chose. 

 At the end of the unstructured time, a staff member will ask the student, “What did you do 

during____?”  Depending on the functioning level of the student he will give a vocal response or 

gesture to the items in the schedule that he completed. 

 When the student makes appropriate choices based on the options in the schedule for the duration 

of the unstructured time, move to Phase 4. 

Phase 4 (Correspondence Training/Generalization): 

 At the start of the unstructured period, the staff member asks the student, “What are you going to 

do during____?” (check-in) The staff member may initially gesture to or show the choice 

board/schedule as a reminder of the activities, but ultimately, the visual should be faded by this 

point. 

 The student gives a verbal response (either vocal or gesturing to the pic representing his first 

choice) stating what he will do. 

 The student independently engages in appropriate choices during the unstructured time (staff 

member supervises, as usual). 

 At the end of the unstructured time, the staff member asks the student (check-in), “What did you 

do during____?”  The student should respond with an accurate statement of what he did during the 

period.  If he gives a correct response, he is to receive reinforcement (token, tickets, etc.). 

 As the student demonstrates consistency in engagement in appropriate activities for that period, 

fade out the check-ins. 

 

This procedure can be implemented in multiple settings at a time or one at a time. 


